A Garden
on a Dish
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Make beautiful decorative displays
for your home and reap the health
benefits of nurturing plants
and watching them grow
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About the Wellness Centre
In this edition of The Wellness Centre artists, Sally
Hart shows us how to make decorative displays
using found objects and a range of accessible
plants. The health benefits of gardening are
widely understood - it can improve your fitness,
your mood and even increase your self-esteem.
When people spend time in a garden, their
anxiety levels are known to drop and they feel
less depressed. But whether you have a garden
or not this resource pack will get you making
beautiful decorative displays for your home and
reap the health benefits of nurturing plants and
watching them grow.

Who is Sally Hart?
Artist Sally Hart has many years of experience
working with children, young people and adults
using art, creativity and nature therapeutically.

How to use this resource?
The examples below are made up of mostly
small plants found in my garden but they can be
adapted, for example; by sprouting vegetable
tops such as carrot and parsnip and buying plant
seed and potting compost.

- Seeds

The gardens in this activity track 1 month of
growing. It is an ongoing activity, to make, to tend
to, to watch and grow - an evolving and living
creation!

- ‘cuttings’ from plants in your garden –i.e. herbs
such as rosemary, thyme and pips

What equipment and material
will you need?

- Decoration/embellishments – look to see
what do you have already – perhaps shells,
stones, small toys?

- Potting compost (ideally organic) and/or
earth from your garden if you have one
- Container for your garden - i.e. dinner
plate/bowl/ready meal dish Plants

- ‘found’ plants in your garden
-

-

vegetable tops – cut from vegetables from
the kitchen

seeds taken from vegetables in your home

- Things safely found in your local park i.e.
feathers, stones, grass seeds Small stones/
gravel
- Water spray

How to begin?
Choose your container
–an ornate dinner plate
or a ready meal dish or
something similar, as long
as it’s sturdy enough to
hold a range of objects
and damp earth.

Now find objects and things
that you’d like to add to your
nature garden – I find natural
objects work best, for example
I have founds some stones,
shells and sea glass.

However, you can use any
objects that you don’t mind
getting dirty. Try to group
your objects thematically:
for example memorabilia
from past holidays, kitchen
equipment or small toys.

What to plant?
Seeds can be germinated in small containers like an egg box or yogurt pots. I used
earth from my garden but you can use potting compost. You might want to grow
seeds from a packet or use pips or seeds from fruit.
You can also use vegetable cuttings to grow
plants. Carrots tops are easy to grow and are an
ideal size for your tiny gardens. Start by cutting a
carrot 3cms from the top. Then place it in a small
amount of water on a dish somewhere light and
warm, maybe your kitchen window. Water until it
starts to sprout and roots grow.

If you have a garden you might find some
wildflowers growing close to the ground and they
are ideal for your Garden on a Dish. This small
plant is called herb-robert.
Other wildflowers you might want to consider,
include; speedwell scarlet pimpernel, shepherds
purse and low growing varieties of clover
and buttercup.

Here are my examples of
a Garden on a Dish -

Up-cycling old plastic
containers
In this example of a Garden on a Dish I’ve
decorated it using a large plastic lid covered
with foil as the base and embellished with
planted wild strawberries in an additional small
shallow dish. I’ve added a little clump of clover
and a tiny pot holding an acorn that I found in
my back garden and sprouted. Left of centre is a
glass dish, with some blue paper underneath to
make a little pond.
Over time, I’ve added things - like stones, a cone,
a shard of old pottery, and shells. There is also a
sprouting celery top in there somewhere too!

Here is the latest photo of my
garden. It very much enjoys
the sunshine and gets quite
thirsty! Garden mint was the
latest addition!

Recycle a used foil dish
Using a foil dish I’ve placed some small stones at
the bottom for drainage before adding earth to
my Garden on a Dish, plus a little blue flowered
speedwell too!
Some moss was added, it’s now growing
underneath a small shell and herb-robert. I’ve also
decorated it with feathers and figures cut from
chocolate wrappers.
This is my garden after 1 month, it has been
through some changes! It has an upturned shells,
an added cat and there are some little seedlings
just starting to appear.

More examples of
using a foil dish
This garden was grown using a tin foil base. At its
head I’ve placed some recycled gold and silver
card, reflecting back the scallop shell. The plants
were gathered from my garden and if you use
earth from yours you may find that seeds will
appear on their own accord as well.
The final garden is decorated with ivy, some
sprouting cloves of garlic, a pink daisy and clover.

Sturdy seedlings are also poking through
the earth.
In this example of Garden on a Dish I have many
shells and other objects among the plants. The
look will change as nature takes its course and the
plants begin to grow, spread and generally take
up more space.

Looking after your
Garden on a Dish
When watering be mindful not to overwater, a
little and often is probably best.
Over time, some plants may grow too big for
your Garden on a Dish; particularly if you have
successfully grown plants from seeds or pips from
fruit. Some plants might even need to be gently
moved into another pot or into your garden. Late
summer/autumn is a great time to collect seeds
in the wild but be aware –
Its ok to pick parts of a plant (leaves, flower stems,
fruit and seed) as long as the whole plant is not

removed or uprooted. Although in a conservation
site such as a nature reserve it is illegal to take any
part of a plant including seeds.
Your Garden on a Dish will change with the
seasons –and it will be interesting to observe
these changes. And if you keep your small garden
outside you may find it becomes a home for small
creatures over time.

Happy gardening, get muddy
and have fun!

I hope you have fun experimenting with A Garden on a Dish there really is a limitless range of things you can make with
these techniques.
Please send us your pictures at learning@alexandrapalace.com we loved to see what you produce.

